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Objectives

1

2

To set out the key components of the regional economy
required to create the desired outcomes for the local
area, the UK and the wider world

Identify the key aspects of our region’s economy
we need to support and champion
Identify the missing or misfiring components that
need to be addressed 

The detail of how those components operate. To:

3 To use this information to inform and advise local
and regional stakeholders
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Desired outputs of the regional economy
Key components of an ecosystem - economic and place
The Thames Valley's performance on those components
Suggestions



Desired
outputs of
the regional
economy

1

2

Green - to have an economy that benefits and enhances
our natural environment, creates technologies to reduce
carbon emissions within the region and for use by the
rest of the world

Inclusive - the economy creates benefits and wealth
that positively impacts and improve the lives of all in
our community throughout the region

4
Benefits the UK - the region continues to be a world
class economy that provides jobs, growth and inward
investment for the benefit of the UK that would
otherwise have gone to other countries

3 Vibrant - the economy complements a good quality
of life, work/life balance and cultural offering
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Analysis of attributes with
suggestions

3

3a) Economic Clusters
i) Research and Innovation
ii) Skills and Education
iii) Funding, Start Ups, Scale Ups, Corporates,
Inward Investment and Business Community

3b) Supporting infrastructure
i) Commercial property
ii) Housing and placemaking
iii) Transport
iv) Digital Infrastructure



3a)i Research and Innovation

Evidence base
Thames Valley Forum held a Roundtable with BEIS and in
association with Thames Valley Berkshire LEP on 'Enhancing
our Research and Innovation Ecosystem' in March 2022.

We heard from a range of guests on the region's world leading
facilities ranging from Harwell Campus through to Jealott’s
Hill International Research Centre.

To champion the world leading existing Research and Innovation base
To champion the work conducted by the region's Universities
To create better connections between different parts of the region in soft and hard terms to ensure
that the leading centres of research feel connected to the wider business base

Suggestions include



Evidence base
Our Tech programme has worked on the skills and education
agenda with a clear call to action on ensuring young people
and adults of all ages are able to contribute to the digital
economy.

3a)ii Skills and Education

Provide significant numbers of skilled people to address the digital skills shortage
Upskill existing workforce
Upskill and engage economically inactive
STEAM based talent pipeline with schools with every secondary school student learning computing
at Key Stage 3 and 4
Retain talent through employment opportunity and quality of life
Pioneer new models of technology education delivered by educational organisations and companies

Suggestions



3a)iii Funding, Start Ups, Scale Ups, Corporates, Inward Investment and Business
Community 

Evidence base
Thames Valley Forum published a report on the future of the
region's economy in July 2020 and also produced a Charter
for the Tech sector in the region in April 2021.

There is a clear requirement to champion specific sectors in
the region, bring the community together across the region
and between sectors as well as encouraging businesses to
Start and Scale

To champion the Tech, Life Sciences, Environmental, Creative, and Space sectors
Champion success of business leaders who have established and grown their company in the
region
Start Up and Scale Up programmes in the region to be encouraged
Collaboration between Start Ups, Scale Ups and Corporates to be encouraged

Suggestions include



Encourage flexible space with Lab and scientific potential
Enhance business spaces and local areas to attract and retain younger staff

Suggestions include

3b)i Commercial Property

Evidence base
Thames Valley Forum ran a roundtable on 'The Future
Business Space Requirements for the region' in March 2022.

Key areas of discussion included long term impact of remote
working, the availability space, competing demands, planning
and the environment.



Holistic approach to land use across the region
Aspiring to raise standards for quality of new housing
Work to make the region’s homes environmentally friendly
Provide a forum to discuss how local authorities and charitable agencies can meet the
challenge of homelessness and vulnerable people
Collaboration across local authorities to attract finance to fund development
Share best practice and projects that are beacons for sustainable growth including Modern
Methods of Construction

Suggestions (abridged from full report)

3b)ii Housing and Placemaking

Evidence base
Thames Valley Forum produced a major report on the region's Housing in
October 2020. We then ran a series of Housing Group meetings through
2021 focused on the key issues including placemaking, sustainability,
Modern Methods of Construction, planning and affordability.

https://thamesvalleyforum.org/infrastructure/


Electric Vehicle charging, encouraging active travel (walking and cycling), and better integrating
between modes of transport
Plus innovative solutions such as: Drones, Micromobility, Tunnels for hyperloop or Magway
systems, Autonomous Vehicles, the uses of Apps and data

Suggestions
We need to bring together groups  across private and public sector from around the Thames Valley
to discuss best practice and practical solutions in a number of areas such as:

Evidence base
Our Transport report in association with Stantec from March 2021
was entitled 'Shaping the Future Transport Network for the Thames
Valley'.

The report set out a future vision for transport within our towns and
cities in the Thames Valley, between the towns and cities, and linking
the region to the rest of the UK and beyond.

3b)iii Transport

https://thamesvalleyforum.org/infrastructure/


Evidence base
We ran a roundtable with Matt Warman MP, then Minister for Digital
Infrastructure, in July 2021.

The roundtable was attended by representatives from the region's
Tech industry, digital infrastructure community, LEPs, and key
business leaders.

It covered a number of critical issues including digital
access/inclusivity, skills and growth the of the Tech sector.

3b)iv Digital Infrastructure

Suggestion
To drive forward Digital Infrastructure to make the region a leading player in the Smart Cities agenda
and ensure great digital access for all.



Taking suggestions forward3

Bringing the region together
Championing the region
Addressing its competitiveness

The suggestions through this report fall into three categories:

This document comes out in April 2022 and is being published alongside Thames Valley
Forum's Statement on the Levelling Up White Paper. Two of the key points covered include:

• Thames Valley wide cooperation - all bodies in Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
to cooperate formally and informally at the Thames Valley level on a regular basis
• Local Enterprise Partnerships should prioritise ambition and business engagement to rise to
the role of being the 'Strategic Business Voice'

We strongly encourage these points which should then bring the region together in order to
champion it's value and address its competitiveness.


